CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter is divided into two parts. The first part presents the findings of the new words (neologism) used by the users of LSE, further in analyses, the new word (neologism) categorized also analyzed based on the word-formation processes combined from George Yule’s (2010) and O’Grady and Guzman’s (1996) theories, and word classes based on George Yule’s (2010) theory in order to answer statement of the problems in this study. The second part is the discussion which explains the result from the findings of this study then compared with the other previous study and the last is the suggestion based on the lack of the study.

4.1 Findings

There are 40 new words (neologism) that were found used by the users of LSE. In general, the researcher found out that new word (neologism) used by the users of LSE had regularity of patterns in their word formation also in word classes. The patterns of word formation processes are from Yule’s (2010) theory combined with O’Grady and Guzman’s (1996), whether the patterns of word classes only from Yule’s theory.

Then, the way of the researcher to answer the statement problems of this study are analyzed the new words (neologism) based on each type of word formation processes, and word classes. According to Yule (2010) and O’Grady and Guzman (1996), word-formation processes are categorized into
compounding, borrowing, coinage, blending, clipping, backformation, conversion, acronym, inflection, derivation and multiple processes. While, according to Yule (2010) there are eight classes of the word, that are noun, article, adjective, verb, adverb, preposition, pronoun, and conjunction. Below are the findings and analyses,

4.1.1 Word Formation Processes of LSE New Word (Neologism)

After analyzing the data, the researcher found out there are eight types of word formation process that exist in new words (neologism) used by the users of LSE. They are compounding, borrowing, coinage, clipping, conversion, acronym, inflectional, and multiple processes. The category and frequency of the word formation processes in the data can be seen from the following table:

Table 2: The Findings of Word Formation Processes in LSE New Word (Neologism)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Word Formation Processes</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Compounding</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Borrowing</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Coinage</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Blending</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Clipping</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Backformation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Conversion</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>35 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inflection</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Derivation</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>100 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are eight processes of word formation exists in LSE new word (neologism). From the data above, it can conclude that *acronym* is the most common way for the formation of new words (neologism). It has 35% of the total words or 14 new words (neologism) that undergo the process of *acronym*. There are some terms which undergo other word formation processes, namely *compounding* 5% or 2 words, *borrowing* 5% or 2 words, *coinage* 20% or 8 words, *clipping* 12.5% or 5 words, *conversion* 5% or 2 words, *inflection* 2.5% or 1 words, and *multiple processes* 15% or 6 words.

Here the analysis,

### 4.1.1.1 Compounding

One type of morphological process in language is termed *compounding*. According to Yule (2010: 55), “compounds are joining of two separate words to produce a single form”. The same ideas stated by O’Grady and Guzman (1996: 143), “compounding is the combination of some lexical categories (nouns, adjectives, verbs, or prepositions) to create a new word”. In simple word, compounding defined as combination of some lexical categories such as adjectives, nouns, verbs, or prepositions, in purpose of constructing a larger unit of word. The discussions below are
new word (neologism) used by the users of LSE through the compounding processes,

**Data 23**

Gioacas Adrian : What does friendship have to do with this? You both are clearly not friends.

Salva LS : WE was but not anymore. I just deleted him from FB and he overreacted. Lol okay?

Zaccaria Arbib : Lol gj adel this motherfucker now knows the feeling u had when u did it. He did **italien**

Nishan Meerun : so.. to sum things up, when **facepalm**, thousand bricks re not enough: FOOL ! :v

In data 23, there are two words indicate formed by compounding processes, “**italien**”, and “**facepalm**”. The word “**italien**” undergoes compounding process from the noun word “**Italy**” means the country names Italy and the noun word “**alien**” means the creature that comes from outside the earth. Through compounding processes, the word “**italien**” means the Italian person who has the strange attitude. It is including as endocentric compounding processes because the joined words has the meaning of the entire words. From the comment of Zaccaria above, he stated that Salva is doing Italien because he doing the strange things, further Salva is Italian person. However the debate between Zaccaria and Salva invited other member of the group to join in their debate, he is Nishan.

Nishan trying to joke both of them, he summarize the debate with the statement ”when facepalm thousand bricks re not enough”. Nishan’s comment contains “**facepalm**” as new word indicated forms through compounding processes. The word “**facepalm**” undergoes compounding
processes from the noun word “face” means the part of the human anatomy and the verb word “palm” means hide something with palm. Through compounding processes this word means the condition when the person is so depressed. In gaming activity, the one who depressed so hard when play the game often swing their face / head around then hide their face with palm, this habit is taken to the word “facepalm”. This word include as endocentric compounding processes because the joined words has the meaning of the entire words.

4.1.1.2 Borrowing

Foreign words always borrow from other languages, especially to accompany new ideas, inventions, products and so on. “Borrowing is the taking over words from other languages” (Yule 2010: 55). It means borrowing is the process of word formation which taking over words from other languages to being used in English languages. The discussions below are new word (neologism) used by the users of LSE through the borrowing processes,

Data 22

Krzysiu Nalikowski : play kyo-act cool...
Salva LS : I dont act cool T.T
Krzysiu Nalikowski : Well u don't still u r trying to :
Salva LS : You B-baka!! *Goes tsundere randomly?

The word “B-baka” used by Salva above is borrowed from Japan, this word means idiot, fools or stupid. The users of LSE sometimes use this word to mock the other user. As seen in the conversation above, Krzysiu twitted Salva until Salva depressed and mocked Krzysiu back.
Data 23

Salva LS : Kaedrick LS Is a hacker. Look what he did do to my account…Ur worse than Chibiterasu.

Krzysiu Nalikowski : So chibiterasu hacked ur acc?what's his ign now?

The word “Chibiterasu” used by Salva and Krzysiu above is borrowed from Japan, this word borrowed from the main character of Japanese Nintendo game called Okamiden. Actually in Okamiden, Chibiterasu described as the worst main character. In conversation above Salva and Krzysiu discuss about the person who hacked Salva’s account in Lost Saga Europe game, and then the person who hack Salva’s account are called “Chibiterasu”. This word means someone who has worst character as like Chibiterasu in Okamiden Japanese Nintendo game.

4.1.1.3 Coinage

Yule (2010: 53) stated “coinage as the invention of totally new terms, which can possibly come from the old uses to the new uses”. Coinage is creation of a new word which has a new meaning and it possible come from the old word to use in a new meaning. Coinage often found in word manufacture in industrial fields that needs a name for goods as O’Grady and Guzman’s stated (1996: 60) that “word manufacture or coinage, this phenomenon can be found generally in industrial field that needs a latest and eye-catching name for goods”. The discussions below are new word (neologism) used by the users of LSE through the coinage processes,
Data 4

Rio : apps.facebook.com%2Fcastle_clash3…
Kim Vatipää Lind : **Android** Blender xD oh plz. ! where are you when we need you to ban this kind of people. ?
Ashley Odibo-wilson : Seems **legit**

The word “**android**” used by Kim above is new word means the type of hand phone which use android system. The users of LSE seldom to use this word because it does not have the relation with the online game played in PC/Computer. Kim used this word because there is posting from Rio about the game played by Android and Kim aims to report Rio act to the admin of the group. While the word “**legit**” used by Ashley above is new word which means something cool. Ashley value about Android game which posted by Rio is interesting enough.

Data 6

Krzysiu Nalikowski : well I had(sold 2) 13 perms won eu without spending anything aswell ^
Vilius William Jonitis: cuz you **scam**
Krzysiu Nalikowski : he is not scammer,he is scammed :^)
Loris Ban Fox Sacchi : I GOT 20 PERMS ffs **kae** that kae that acc was mine. scame me more please-

The word “**scam**” used by William above is new word means threat or trick someone out from their possession. Nowadays the user of LSE often doing scam because there is information that Lost Saga Europe will be closed, because of that many user do not care about their account in Lost Saga. By scam trick, the user of Lost Saga can use and belonging the other user’s account. Then, the word “**kae**” is new word for the best video game in Europe. Loris use the word “**kae**” in his comment above indicated to joke
the other user of LSE about the belonging in Game, all of them tells about their belonging in Lost Saga Europe, Loris joke them with his belonging in the another game in order to melting the moment.

Data 7

Hrincescu Alexandru : I wish I was able to play the NA version, even if they have their problems they got a lot of players and are active …

**Kim Vatipää Lindholm:** You can play NA via **steam**.

Hrincescu Alexandru : What about the **ping**?

The word “**steam**” used by Kim above is the old word which has a new meaning. “**Steam**” actually means the shape of boiled water, through the coinage processes this word uses for the brand of the game seller in Europe. Actually steam shows in website appearance and it can be accessed from all region of the world. In the conversation above, Kim give a suggestion to Hriencescu that he must play Lost Saga NA via steam, then Hriencescu ask into Kim about the “**ping**”. The word “**ping**” actually is not new in English, and this word means the sport which uses small balls and small table, through the processes of coinage the word ping split into more than one meaning. The word “**ping**” in the user of LSE means the connection status of the internet connection.

Data 17

Loris Ban Fox Sacchi : evy? what is that? O-O
Loris Ban Fox Sacchi : ow seems cute
**Dawid Lipiński** : **vindictus** or something like that

The word “**vindictus**” is the new word for the one type of popular MMOG which played by the fight game accompanied by the story, like a novel. This is the newest MMOG which released by Nexon, Dawid in his
comment above answer Loris’s question about the hero “evy”, and he answer this hero is like vindictus, that is silent but killer character or it familiar as psychopath character.

Data 23

| Enam de Kinder          | : Ohai. c: |
| Preben Mittet Vanheule  | : Ohai. c: |
| **Enam de Kinder**      | : Ouo, hi **melon** :v |

In the conversation above, Enam responds Preben’s comment with called him “melon”. Actually “melon” is not a new word in English, but as the growth of the language, this word splits into more than one meaning. These new meanings caused the word melon becomes one of new English word. “Melon” is now used not only refer to the kind of fruit, but also to describe the woman who has the big breast, because Preben is man, it can conclude that Enam called Preben as like homosexuals.

4.1.1.4 Blending

Yule’s (2010: 55) stated, “blending are typically accomplished by taking only the beginning of one word and joining to the end of the other word”. It seems that blending is the formation process of forming word which mixed two different separate words to produce a single new term. Actually there is no new word (neologism) formed by blending process in the users of LSE post and comment.

4.1.1.5 Clipping

Clipping is “a process where a polysyllabic word is eliminated its one or more syllable so that it becomes shorter” (O’Grady and Guzman,
1996: 157). Further, Yule (2010: 56) stated clipping are “the element of reduction that is noticeable in blending is even more apparent in the process described as clipping”. In the simple definition clipping is the process of shortening a word without changing its meaning or part of speech. The discussions below are new word (neologism) used by the users of LSE through the clipping processes,

**Data1**

David Saldaña Ndaye: Nexo plz  
Waheeb Mohamud: Stop wasting your time.  
David Saldaña Ndaye: what?  
Waheeb Mohamud: European server is going to close 8th April 2015.

The word “nexo” is derived from “nexon”. It refers to the publisher of Lost Saga in Europe country. From David’s comment above, he only says Nexo, but actually he asks for the other member identity in Nexon Company.

**Data 7**

Dawid Lipiński: Again wendesday without update?!? Nexon really sux  
Leonardo Oliveira: nexon is dead, whats so surprising about it?

The word “sux” is derived from “suck” and adding “x” in the end. It refers to the thing that blamed for the bad result. From Dawid’s comment above, He appointed Nexon has the bad service and Leonardo support his comment with says “nexon is dead” then take a pressure in the word “dead” with the question which appoint to the word “dead”.
Data 11

Dawid Lipiński: Hey guys, anyone want to buy epic glaives +2 for cheap price (i seal)? If anyone want that pm me Ryuzaaki and we will choose a cheap

Champ Wand: Selling nx cash eu via paypal with low price at nxcasheu.com 5 USD = 10k nx

Core LS: Most accurate information Kaedick ever said in his life, gimmie likes

The word “nx” is derived from “nexon”. It is refers to the publisher of Lost Saga in Europe country. Nowadays, nexon also use for the value of money as like Champ writes above, actually Champ aim to sell nx voucher and he determine the value 5 USD for 10 NX. Then, the word “gimmie” derived from “gimmick” and adding “e” in the end. It refers to the information of doing something tricked, as like Core’s comment above, He comment that he is doing like in gimmick mode in order to joke his friend, Dawid.

Data 16

Salva LS: I'm c00lest admiral fake skill lvl 360 no scope nub" and so on.

Pedro Carneiro: v-mecha whores unite

The word “nub” derived from “newbie”. It refers to the user who has newbie skill / low skill. From Salva’s statement above, He is the greatest player in Lost Saga Europe and never fought with the newbie. Pedro respons the Salva’s statements, that Salva is the whore user of “v-mecha”.
4.1.1.6 Backformation

Backformation is “a process creates a new word by removing a real or supposed affix from another word in the language” (O’Grady and Guzman, 1996: 158). Further Yule (2010: 56) stated, “backformation, typically a word of one type (usually a noun) is reduced to form a word of another type (usually a verb)”. In simple definition backformation is the process of word formation which creates new word by removing the real affix in a word, typically it can change the word class. Actually there is no new word (neologism) formed by backformation process in the users of LSE post and comment.

4.1.1.7 Conversion

Conversion is “the process assigns as already existing word to a new syntactic category” (O’Grady and Guzman, 1996: 157). Further, Yule (2010: 57) stated, conversion is “a change in the function of a word, as for example when a noun comes to be used as a verb (without any reduction)”. In simple definition, conversion is identified zero derivation because there is a change in class and meaning without adding or reduces the affixes in the word. The discussions below are new word (neologism) used by the users of LSE through the conversion processes,

Data 3

Cyan Coloured II : Na open for eu? Nice joke they would not allow it. Thats why in ogp times Na restricted eu players as na players dis not liked the lag
Razvan Teiosanu : I play NALS and I lag like hell
Both, Cyan and Razvan are discussed about the “lag”. Actually “lag” is not a new word in English, but as the growth of the language, this word splits into more than one meaning. These new meanings caused the word lag becomes one of new English word. “Lag” is now used not only the noun word to refer being left, but also the adverb words to describe the condition when internet connection is to slow.

**Data 8**

**Aristocrat LS**: It isn't. "Oh, this guy got viking items, easy to counter!" then bang, striker armor + **horn** + drain.

**Salva LS**: everyone is complaining about that yOIO

Salva and Aristocrate above discussed about the combo skill in Lost Saga with one new word that is “horn”. Actually “horn” is not a new word in English, but as the growth of the language, this word splits into more than one meaning. These new meanings caused the word horn become one of new English word. “Horn” is now used not only the noun word refers to the thing, but also the verb word to describe the action of blowing up the horn.

### 4.1.1.8 Acronym

Acronym is “formed by taking the initial letters of some or all of the words in a phrase or title and reading them as a word” (O'Grady and Guzman, 1996: 159). However Yule (2010: 58) stated, acronym “are formed from the initial letters of a set of other words”. Acronym is the process of word formation which taking the initial letters of some or all of the word in a phrase or title. The discussions below are new word (neologism) used by the users of LSE through the acronym processes,
Data 2

Declyn Ledingham: Is LS shutting down? (p.4)
Kim Vatipä Lindholm: Yes.
Thibault Gandia: I'd be glad to replace one of the missing GM and try to make this game live ...

Declyn, Kim, and Thibault above discussed about the closing of Lost Saga server. There are two words categorize formed by acronym processes that are “LS” and “GM”. The word “LS” stands for the acronym of “Lost Saga”. “Lost Saga” actually is the popular MMORPG published by Nexon in Europe country. The next word is “GM”, this word stands for the acronym of “Game Master”. It has meaning as the hard gamers and the one who has responsibility for the good service in Lost Saga game.

Data 3

Joe Finegan: Everybody stop playing, let it die so NA opens up to us.
Cyan Coloured II: Na open for eu? Nice joke they would not allow it. Thats why in ogp times Na restricted eu players as na players dis not liked the lag

Actually Joe and Cyan above are discussed about the closing of Lost Saga game. There are two words in their conversation above indicates form by acronym processes. The first is “NA”. This word “stands for “North America”, the part of America. Second is “Ogp” stands for the acronym of the words “Online Gaming Planet”. “Ogp” actually is the online magazine publishes every week and nowadays it also publishes on website.

Data 5

Darkon LS: Answer me fast pls. How can i play ls na?
Waheeb Mohamud: Just install a vpn, make a acc then turn off vpn download it then when you are logging in turn it on
From data above, Darkon asks how to play LS NA, then Waheeb answers it also gives advice to Darkon to use “vpn” in order to play LS NA. The word “VPN” self stands for “Virtual Private Network”. Each country has IP (Internet Protocol) addresses, if IP addresses is different with the certain country, the IP will be blocked to connect with certain country internet server / website, with “vpn”, the gamers can connected with private network using streaming source and hide IP addresses. In simple word, Darkon will be allowed to play Lost Saga North America with “vpn”.

**Data 8**

LordAmatsu LS : This..... is.... Amazing :OOO
Salva LS : ikr. want it
Aristocrat LS : It isn't. "Oh, this guy got viking items, easy to counter!" then bang…
Salva LS : everyone is complaining about that cuz y010

In the data 8, Lord and Aristocrat are proud of Salva’s innovation, then Salva responds the proud normally. There is one word categorized as forms by acronym processes that is “yO1O”. The word “yO1O” stands for the expression “You Only Live Once”. For the users of LSE this word means the expression for support their opinion about the things which many peoples said it strange.

**Data 9**

Salva LS : http://forum.nexoneu.com/.php...well gg
Salva LS : i’m sure it is
Panos Blackandwhite : We all got suspicious when nexon released 2-3 heroes per week that something is going wrong…
Leonardo Oliveira : if the thread was about lost saga closing again, I think we all knew it would come down to this again… btw the thread 404’ed
“Gg” stands for the expression “good game”. Salva used the word “gg” above to convince his statement then he added also the statement of surely in order to interest the other user to open the link. The effort from Salva make Panos and Leonardo open the link, and then both of them commented on Salva’s post with their opinion about the closing of Lost Saga Europe server as the contents of the link.

**Data 10**

| Salva LS | : That hakumen tho... If I get him 2 hour , ill stay in HQ and plaza 4 ever  |
| Loris Ban Fox | : like nexon would give something more than 2H AHHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAH  |
| Loris Ban Fox Sacchi | : this post made my day! thanks!  |
| Salva LS | : lel np o_o  |
| **Salva LS** | : he mistaked it cuz LSEU.  |

In conversation above, Loris got misunderstanding with Salva, he thinks that the good event which shows by Salva is in Europe but unfortunately the event is on America and Salva trying to make it clear. There are two words here categorized forms by acronym processes that are “HQ” and “LSEU”. The first word, “HQ” stands for the acronym from the words “Head Quarters”. “Head Quarters” means the place for training heroes in Lost Saga game. Then, the word “LSEU” stands for the acronym of the phrase “Lost Saga Europe”. This acronym always used by the user’s of Lost Saga when they discussed about the topic related to this word, actually Salva use this acronym above to explain the truth to Loris in a less time.
Data 11

Dawid Lipiński : Hey guys, anyone want to buy epic glaives +2 for cheap price (i seal)? If anyone want that pm me Ryuzaaki…

Pedro Carneiro : most accurate information Kardrick ever said on his life

In conversation above, Dawid aim to sell his item and mentioned some of his data, knowing about that, Pedro as the friends of Dawid jokes him. There is only “pm” is the word categorized forms by acronym processes. “Pm” stands for the acronym of the phrase “private message”. This acronym often used in social media, one of the social media is Facebook which is used by the user of LSE. This word means sending message privately, in Facebook terms it called inbox.

Data 14

Darkon LS : Raquel vs Waffles ! sorry it's not in hd, I had a problem

Anghel Bogdan : I didn't watch more than 1 min.. Idk who Raquel, but even if he is #1 ladder, maybe he had problems with his GF

Darkon LS : u play na ?

Anghel Bogdan : I don't play. And I know how good waffles WAS.Since I don't play anymore,

Darkon LS : What is ur ign ?

Darkon and Angel above are discussed about the master of Lost Saga battle. There are two words categorized formed by acronym processes, “Hd” and “ign”. “Hd” stands for the acronym of the phrase “high definition”. This acronym means the best and clearest appearance. Then Ign” stands for the acronym of the phrase “ID game Nexon”. This acronym sometimes used by the user to adding friend in Lost Saga game.
Data 21

Nikola Gordic  : xD no i havent played Zone 4 wats it about
Razvan Teiosanu : Moon did u played zone4? And kae what do you played? Tkd/mt/capp/sambo/etc
Leonardo Oliveira : Zone 4 is just a name.. I think the characters taking over from another RPG universe or so

There is only “RPG” new words categorized forms by acronym processes in Data 21, “RPG” self stands for the acronym of the phrase “Role Playing Game”. This acronym means one type of online gaming, which brought by the role of the player in certain game. Leonardo above gives his opinion about Zone 4 game which Nikola and Razvan discussed, that the game is included as RPG game.

Data 23

Cyan Coloured II  : Salva LS thinks if he rages and cries here everything will come back lel
Salva LS  : Lol . I know all you guys hate me over a single Game. If you gonna tryhard , make sure to bring diapers …
Krzysiul Nalikowski : Now he went 'ide' mode XD

“Idc” stands for the acronym of the words “I don’t care”. This word means the condition when the one do not care about anything around him. Actually Salva above is joke by Cyan and Krzysiul until he mad and does not care with both Cyan and Krzysiul so Krzysiul sum that Salva in “ide” mode.

4.1.1.9 Inflection

According to O’Grady and Guzman’s (1996: 160) inflection is “the modification of a word’s form to indicate the grammatical subclass to which it belongs”. In simple definition, it is a form of word by adding affixes in
order to create a new form of word without changing the word class or meaning. The discussions below are new word (neologism) used by the users of LSE through the inflection processes,

Data 8
Salva LS : Ogm,i really like this feature. 
https://www.youtu...Coming foward for ...
Default Kage's scarf o3o.
LordAmatsu LS : This..... is.... Amazing :OOO

From the conversation above, Salva want to show his interest about “Kage’s” scarf to Lord Amatsu and Lord Amatsu response it kindly. The word “Kage’s” self is derived from the word “kage” and the suffix “–s”, as a bound morpheme which is attached at the end of free morpheme “kage”. The suffix –s refers to the belonging of someone, and in this word it refers to the thing belonging to Kage.

4.1.1.10 Derivation

O’Grady and Guzman (1996: 144) stated, ”a process when a word is created where it’s meaning and/or its category is different from its base by adding an affix is called derivation”. Whereas according to Yule (2010: 58), “derivation is accomplished by means of a large number of small ‘bit’ of the English language which are not usually give separate listings in dictionaries”. In simple definition, it is a word formation by adding affixes. Different with inflectional, it creates a new form, new meaning, and sometimes changing the word class. Actually there is no new word (neologism) formed by derivation process in the users of LSE post and comment.
4.1.1.11 Multiple Processes

Yule (2010:60) mentioned that “there are cases when words do not only undergo one type of word-formation process called multiple processes”. There is possibility to find the operation of more than one process at work in the creation of a particular word, this operation called multiple processes. The discussions below are new word (neologism) used by the users of LSE through the multiple processes,

**Data 5**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Darkon LS</th>
<th>Answer me fast pls. How can i play ls na ?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Waheb Mohamud</td>
<td>Just install a vpn, make a acc then turn off vpn download it then when you are logging in turn on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawid Lipiński</td>
<td>hotspot shield is good too for it but sometimes they turn off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Waheb Mohamud</strong></td>
<td>Use vpngate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In data above, Darkon ask to Waheb how to play ls na, and then Waheb answered it with new words “vpngate”. The word “vpngate” self is derived from two processes of word formation; acronym and compounding. Through the processes of acronym the word “virtual proxy network” becomes “vpn” as the word that has meaning a network using private streaming source which hide IP addresses of internet connection. Then through the processes of compounding with the word gate, “vpngate” indicate as the explanation of the shield which protects the vpn, so when the IP are hidden and safe, with “vpngate” the IP addresses will be fully protected, because of that Darkon will be able to play ls na anytime he want.
In data 6 above Krzyszio explained h is self with two new words that are “scammer” and “scammed”. The word “scammer” is derived from two processes of word formation; coinage and derivation. Through the processes of coinage the word scam becomes the verb word that has a meaning to threat or trick someone out from their possession. Then through the processes of derivation with the suffix -er, the word “scammer” has the meaning the one who trick or cheat someone others to out of their possession. While, “scammed” is derived from two processes of word formation; coinage and inflection. Through the processes of coinage the verb word scam becomes the word that has a meaning to threat or trick someone out from their possession. Then through the processes of derivation with the suffix -ed, the word “scammed” has the meaning the one who got tricked or cheat.

Then the next is the statement of Bibek, He invites the other user play Dragonnest, he use new words “lvling”. The word “lvling” self is derived from two processes of word formation; inflection and clipping. Through the processes of inflection the word level becomes leveling that indicate as the action of leveling which is doing at the time, then through the
processes of clipping the word leveling becomes lvling. This word means
the action to upgrade the level of heroes in Lost Saga.

Data 23

Aristocrat LS : I am so sorry Salva, but I laugh, u r fgt!
    xD

Vilius William Jonaitis: Duuh Salva you dipshit
Vilius William Jonaitis : We used to play xD long time ago, you
were decent, but if you got evul den idk
     o3o

Salva LS : Vilius William Jonaitis You just never
told me that you had FB ( If I remember
          o_o=

Actually the statement of Aristocrat above is aimed to mock Salva
with the new word “fgt”. The word “fgt” self is derived from two processes
of word formation, there are coinage and clipping. Through the processes of
coinage the word faggot becomes the word that has a meaning to blame the
one who categorized as stupid or loser person. Then through the processes
of clipping, the word faggot becomes fgt but it still has the same meaning.
In addition, the user of Lost Saga Europe often used this word also to
swearing, e.g. damn fgt, fucking fgt, and niggar fgt.

The last is disappointing statement from Vilius to Salva. He uses
word “dipshit”. The word “dipshit” self is derived from two processes of
word formation; clipping and compounding. Through the processes of
clipping the word deep becomes dip, then through the processes of
compounding with the word shit. The word dip becomes “dipshit” that has
a meaning the one who has bad fact/action. However, the word “dipshit” is
included as endocentric compounding processes because the joined word
has the meaning of the entire words.
4.1.2 Word Classes of LSE New Word (Neologism)

After analyzing the data, the researcher found out there are four classes of the word that included as new words (neologism) used by the users of LSE. They are noun, adjective, verb, and adverb. There are no article, preposition, pronoun, and conjunction classes of the new word (neologism) that used by the user of LSE. The classes and frequency of the new word (neologism) in the data can be seen from the following table:

Table 3: The Findings of Word Classes in LSE New Word (Neologism)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Word Classes</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Noun</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>52.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Articles</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Adjective</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Verb</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Adverb</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Preposition</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Pronoun</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Conjunction</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore there are four certain word classes exist in new words (neologism) used by the users of LSE. From the data above, we can conclude that noun is the most common word classes, it has 52.5% of the total terms or 21 new words (neologism) word classes are noun. There are other word classes of the new words (neologism) used by the users of LSE, namely
adjective 25% or 10 words, verb 10% or 4 words, and adverb 12.5% or 5 words. Here the analyses,

4.1.2.1 Noun

According to Yule’s (2010: 83), Noun are words used to refer to people (boy), objects (backpack), creatures (dog), places (school), qualities (roughness), phenomena (earthquake) and abstract ideas (love) as if they were all “things”. The discussions below are noun classes of new word (neologism) used by the users of LSE,

Data 1

David Saldaña Ndaye : Nexo plz
Waheeb Mohamud : Stop wasting your time.
David Saldaña Ndaye : what?
Waheeb Mohamud : European server is going to close 8th April 2015.

The word “nexo” is derived from “nexon”. It refers to the publisher of Lost Saga in Europe country. From David’s comment above, he only says Nexo, but actually he asks for the other member identity in Nexon Company. The word class of “nexo” is noun because it refers to the name of thing.

Data 2

Declyn Ledingham : Is LS shutting down? (p.4)
Kim Vatipä Lindholm: Yes.
Thibault Gandia : I'd be glad to replace one of the missing GM and try to make this game live ...

Declyn, Kim, and Thibault above discussed about the closing of Lost Saga server. There are two words categorize as noun, “LS” and “GM”. The word “LS” stands for “Lost Saga” and “GM” stands for “Game Master”.
“Lost Saga” actually linked so close with “Game Master”, if the “GM” was missed “Lost Saga” will not being defense in a long time, because “GM” has a big responsibility for the running of Lost Saga game. The word classes of the word “LS” is noun because it refers to the name of thing, then the word classes of “GM” is noun also because it refers to the name of job.

**Data 3**

**Joe Finegan**: Everybody stop playing, let it die so NA opens up to us.

**Cyan Coloured II**: Na open for eu? Nice joke they would not allow it. Thats why in ogp times Na restricted eu players as na players dis not liked the lag

Joe and Cyan above are discussed about the closing of Lost Saga game. There are two words in their conversation above indicates as noun. The first is “NA”, this word “stands for “North America”; it refers to the name of place, the part of America. Second is “Ogp” stands for “Online Gaming Planet”; this word refers to the name of thing, “Ogp” actually is the magazine publishes every week and nowadays it also publishes on website.

**Data 4**

**Rio**: apps.facebook.com%2Fcastle_clash3…

**Kim Vatipää Lind**: [Android] Blender xD oh plz. ! where are you when we need you to ban this kind of people. ?

The word “Android” used by Kim above is new word means the type of hand phone which use android system, it refers to the name of thing. Kim used this word because there is posting from Rio about the game
played by Android and Kim aims to report Rio act to the admin of the group.

Data 5

Darkon LS : Answer me fast pls. How can i play ls na ?
Waheeb Mohamud : Just install a **vpn**, make a acc then turn off **vpn** download it then when you are logging in turn it on
Dawid Lipiński : hotspot shield is good too for it but sometimes they turn off
Waheeb Mohamud : Use **vpngate**

From data above, Darkon ask how to play ls na, then Waheeb answer it also give advised Darkon to use “**vpn**” in order to play ls na. There are two words indicate as noun in their conversation above. The first is “**VPN**” stands for “**Virtual Private Network**”, it refers to the name of thing and this is the protector for IP addresses. The second is “**vpngate**” stands for “**Virtual Private Network Gate**”, it refers to the name of thing also, and this is the extra protection for IP addresses.

Data 6

Krzysiu Nalikowski : i well I had(sold 2) 13 perms won eu without spending anything aswell ^
Vilius William : Jonaitis cuz you scam
**Krzysiu Nalikowski** : he is not **scammer**, he is **scammed** :^)
Bibek Malla : Move to dragonnest ppl and farewell my grim-kun it was fun **lvling** u to till 95…
Loris Ban Fox Sacchi : come to grand chase! oh w8... :'c

In data 7 above Krzysiu explained his self with two new words that are “**scammer**” and “**scammed**”. The word “**scammer**” is refers to the one who trick or cheat someone others to out of their possession. While, “**scammed**” is refers to the one who got tricked or cheat by someone others.
The word classes of both new words are noun because it refers to the nickname of person.

**Data 7**

Hrincescu Alexandru: I wish I was able to play the NA version, even if they have their problems they got a lot of players and are active.

Kim Vatipää Lindholm: You can play NA via **steam**.

Hrincescu Alexandru: What about the **ping**?

Hrincescu and Kim above discussed about the way for playing Lost Saga in North America server. There are two words indicates as noun in their conversation above. The first is “steam”, it refers to the name of brand (thing), “Steam” actually means the game seller in Europe. The second is “ping”, it refers to the qualities, “ping” actually means the status for internet connection. In the conversation above, Kim give a suggestion to Hrincescu that he must play Lost Saga NA via “steam”, then Hrincescu ask into Kim about the “ping”.

**Data 10**

Salva LS: That hakumen tho... If I get him 2 hour, ill stay in **HQ** and plaza 4 ever

Loris Ban Fox: like nexon would give something more than 2H AHHAHAAHAAHAHAAHAHAHAHA

Loris Ban Fox Sacchi: this post made my day! thanks!

Salva LS: lel np o_o

Salva LS: he mistaked it cuz **LSEU**.

In conversation above, Loris got misunderstanding with Salva, he thinks that the good event which shows by Salva is in Europe but unfortunately the event is on America and Salva trying to make it clear. There are two words here categorized as noun class that are “**HQ**” and “**LSEU**”. The first word, “**HQ**” stands for “**Head Quarters**”, it refers to the
name of place, “Head Quarters” is the place for training heroes in Lost Saga game. Then, the word “LSEU” stands for “Lost Saga Europe”, it refers to the objects. “LSEU” is Lost Saga in Europe server.

**Data 14**

**Darkon LS** : Raquel vs Waffles! sorry it's not in hd, I had a problem

**Anghel Bogdan** : I didn't watch more than 1 min. Idk who Raquel, but even if he is #1 ladder, maybe he had problems with his GF

**Darkon LS** : u play na?

**Anghel Bogdan** : I don't play. And I know how good waffles WAS. Since I don't play anymore,

**Darkon LS** : What is ur ign?

Darkon and Angel above are discussed about the master of Lost Saga battle. There is only “ign” the word categorized as noun. “Ign” stands for phrase “ID game Nexon”. This word sometimes used by the user of LSE to adding friend in Lost Saga game. It refers to the name of thing.

**Data 16**

**Salva LS** : I'm c00lest admiral fake skill lvl 360 no scope nub" and so on.

**Pedro Carneiro** : v-mecha whores unite

The word “nub” derived from “newbie”. It refers to the quality that is for the user who has newbie / low skill. From Salva’s statement above, He is the greatest player in Lost Saga Europe and never fought with the newbie user.

**Data 17**

**Loris Ban Fox Sacchi** : evy? what is that? O-O

**Loris Ban Fox Sacchi** : ow seems cute

**Dawid Lipiński** : vindictus or something like that

The word “vindicatus” is the new word refers to the name of object that is for the one type of popular MMOG which played by the fight game
accompanied by the story, like a novel. This is the newest MMOG which released by Nexon, Dawid in his comment above answer Loris question about the hero “evy”, and he answer this hero is like a vindictus that is silent but killer character or it familiar as psychopath character.

Data 21

Nikola Gordic: xD no i havent played Zone 4 wats it about
Razvan Teiosanu: Moon did u played zone4? And kae what do you played? Tkd/mt/capp/sambo/etc
Leonardo Oliveira: Zone 4 is just a name.. I think the characters taking over from another RPG universe or so

There is only “RPG” new words categorized as noun. It stands for the phrase “Role Playing Game”, it refers to the qualities that is the type of online gaming which brought by the role of the player in certain game.

Data 23

Salva LS: Kaedrick LS Is a hacker. Look what he did do to my account…Ur worse than Chibiterasu.
Krzysiu Nalikowsk: So chibiterasu hacked ur acc?what's his ign now?

The word “Chibiterasu” above is noun word refers to the name of people borrowed from the main character of Japanese Nintendo game called Okamiden. Actually in the Nintendo game, Chibiterasu described as the worst main character. In the conversation above Salva and Krzysiu discuss about the person who hacked Salva’s account in Lost Saga Europe game, and then the one who hack Salva account are called “Chibiterasu”.

4.1.2.2 Article

Article are words (a, an, the) used with nouns to form noun phrases classifying those “things” or identifying them as already known (Yule, 2010: 83). Actually there is no new word (neologism) categorized as article class used by the user of LSE.

4.1.2.3 Adjective

Yule (2010: 83) stated that adjective are words used, typically with nouns, to provide more information about the things referred to (happy people, large objects, a strange experience etc). The discussions below are adjective classes of new word (neologism) used by the users of LSE,

Data 4

Rio : apps.facebook.com%2Fcastle_clash3…
Kim Vatipää Lind : Android Blender xD oh plz. ! where are you when we need you to ban this kind of people. ?
Ashley Odibo-wilson : Seems legit

The word “legit” used by Ashley above is noun word used for values something refers to the feeling which is means something cool. Ashley value about android game posted by Rio is interesting enough.

Data 7

Dawid Lipiński : Again wendesday without update?!? Nexon really sux
Leonardo Oliveira : nexon is dead, whats so surprising about it?

The word “sux” is derived from “suck” and adding “x” in the end. It refers to the thing that blamed for the bad result. From Dawid’s comment above, He appointed Nexon has the bad service and Leonardo support his
comment with says “nexon is dead” then take a pressure in the word “dead” with the question which appoint to the word “dead”.

Data 8

Salva LS : Ogm, i really like this feature. https://www.youtu...Coming foward for ...
LordAmatsu LS : This..... is.... Amazing :OOO
Salva LS : ikr. want it
Aristocrat LS : It isn't. "Oh, this guy got viking items, easy to counter!" then bang…
Salva LS : everyone is complaining about that cuz y010

From the conversation above, Salva want to show his interest about “Kage's” scarf to Lord amatsu and Lord Amatsu, and both of them are proud of Salva’s innovation. There are two word categorized as adjective classes, that are “Kage’s” and “yOlO”. The word “Kage’s” is refers to thing that belonging of kage. Then, “yOlO” stands for the expression “You Only Live Once”. For the users of LSE “yOIO” means the expression for support their opinion about the things which much peoples said it strange.

Data 9

Salva LS : http://forum.nexoneu.com/.php...well gg
Salva LS : i'm sure it is
Panos Blackandwhite : We all got suspicious when nexon released 2-3 heroes per week that something is going wrong…

“Gg” stands for the expression “good game”. It refers to the valuing the game refers to the feeling. Salva used the word “gg” above to convince his statement then he added also the statement of surely in order to interest the other user to open the link.
Data 14

**Darkon LS** : Raquel vs Waffles! sorry it's not in **hd**, I had a problem

**Anghel Bogdan** : I didn't watch more than 1 min. Idk who Raquel, but even if he is #1 ladder, maybe he had problems with his GF

**Darkon LS** : u play na?

**Anghel Bogdan** : I don't play. And I know how good waffles WAS. Since I don't play anymore,

**Darkon LS** : What is ur ign?

Darkon and Angel above are discussed about the master of Lost Saga battle. There is only "**hd**" as one adjective word. "**Hd**" stands for the phrase "**high definition**", it refers to the valuing of the video appearance based on feeling. This word means the best and clearest appearance.

Data 22

**Krzysiu Nalikowski** : play kyo-act cool...

**Salva LS** : I dont act cool T.T

**Krzysiu Nalikowski** : Well u don't still u r trying to :^)

**Salva LS** : You B-baka!! *Goes tsundere randomly?

The adjective word "B-baka" used by Salva above is borrowed from Japan, this word means idiot, fools or stupid. The users of LSE sometimes use this word to mock the other user. As seen in the conversation above, Krzysiu twitted Salva until Salva depressed and mocked him back.

Data 23

**Aristocrat LS** : I am so sorry Salva, but I laugh, u r **fgt**!

**Enam de Kinder** : Ohai. c:

**Preben Mittet Vanheule** : Ohai. c:

**Enam de Kinder** : Ouo, hi **melon** :v

**Vilius William** : Duuh Salva you **dipshit**

**Vilius William** : We used to play xD long time ago, you were decent, but if you got evul den idk o3o

**Salva LS** : Vilius William Jonaitis You just never told me that you had FB ( If I remember o_o= 
There are three words categorized as adjective in data 23 that are “fgt”, “melon”, and “dipshit”. For the first is the word “fgt”, it refers to valuing something refers to the feeling and it has a meaning to blame the one who categorized as stupid or loser person. Actually the statement of Aristocrat above is aimed to mock Salva. The next is Enam response to Preben comment with called him “melon”. Actually “melon” is not a new word in English, but as the growth of the language, this word splits into more than one meaning; it refers to describe the woman who has the big breast, because Preben is man, it can conclude that Enam called Preben as like homosexuals. The last is disappointing statement from Vilius to Salva. He uses word “dipshit”. The word “dipshit refers to describe the one who has bad fact or action, and sometimes it refers to describe the black one who has sharp-tongued (fussy Negro).

4.1.2.4 Preposition

Preposition, are words (at, in, on, near, with, without) used with nouns in phrases providing information about time (at five o’clock, in the morning), place (on the table, near the window) and other connections (with a knife, without a thought) involving actions and things (Yule, 2010: 83). Actually there is no new word (neologism) categorized as preposition used by the user of LSE.
4.1.2.5 Verb

According to Yule (2010: 83), Verb are words used to refer to various kinds of actions (go, talk) and states (be, have) involving people and things in events (Jessica is ill and has a sore throat so she can’t talk or go anywhere). The discussions below are verb classes of new word (neologism) used by the users of LSE,

**Data 6**

Krzysiu Nalikowski : well I had(sold 2) 13 perms won eu without spending anything aswell ^
Vilius William Jonitis: cuz you scam
Krzysiu Nalikowski : he is not scammer, he is scammed :^
Bibek Malla : Move to dragonnest ppl and farewell my grim-kun it was fun lvling u to till 95…

Krzysiu, Vilius and Bibek above are discussed about effect of the closing server from Lost Saga Europe. There are two words categorized as verb in their dialogue. First, is the word “scam”, it refers to kind of action which is threat or tricks someone out from their possession. Then the next is the word “lvling”, it indicates as the action of leveling which is doing at the time or certain time.

**Data 8**

Aristocrat LS : It isn't. "Oh, this guy got viking items, easy to counter!" then bang, striker armor + horn + drain.
Salva LS : everyone is complaining about that yOIO

Salva and Aristocrat above discussed about the combo skill in Lost Saga. Actually there is only “horn” indicates as verb words refers to the kind of action that is blowing up the horn.
Data 11

Dawid Lipiński: Hey guys, anyone want to buy epic glaives +2 for cheap price (i seal)? If anyone want that pm me Ryuzaaki…

Pedro Carneiro: most accurate information Kardrick ever said on his life

In conversation above, Dawid aim to sell his item and mentioned some of his data, knowing about that, Pedro as the friends of Dawid jokes him. There is only “pm” is the word categorized as verb word refers to kind of action that is sending message privately, in Facebook terms it called inbox.

4.1.2.6 Pronoun

Pronoun are words (she, herself, they, it, you) used in place of noun phrases, typically referring to people and things already known (She talks to herself. They said it belonged to you) Yule (2010: 83). Actually there is no new word (neologism) categorized as pronoun class used by the user of LSE.

4.1.2.7 Conjunction

Conjunction are words (and, but, because, when) used to make connections and indicate relationships between events (Chantel’s husband was so sweet and he helped her a lot because she couldn’t do much when she was pregnant) (Yule, 2010: 83). Actually there is no new word (neologism) categorized as conjunction class used by the user of LSE.
4.1.2.8 Adverb

According to Yule (2010:83) Adverb are words used, typically with verbs, to provide more information about actions, states and events (slowly, yesterday). Some adverbs (really, very) are also used with adjectives to modify information about things (Really large objects move slowly. I had a very strange experience yesterday). The discussions below are adverb classes of new word (neologism) used by the users of LSE,

Data 3
Cyan Coloured II : Na open for eu? Nice joke they would not allow it. Thats why in ogp times Na restricted eu players as na players dis not liked the lag
Razvan Teiosanu : I play NALS and I lag like hell

Both, Cyan and Razvan are discussed about the “lag” when they played Lost Saga North America server. Actually this word not new in English, but because of new word (neologism) phenomenon this word becomes new in English. It refers to describe the condition when internet connection is to slow.

Data 11
Dawid Lipiński : Hey guys, anyone want to buy epic glaives +2 for cheap price (i seal)? If anyone want that pm me Ryuzaaki and we will choose a cheap
Core LS : Most accurate information Kaedick ever said in his life, gimmie likes

The word “gimmie” derived from “gimmick” and adding “e” in the end. It refers to the information of doing something tricked, as like Core’s comment above, He comment that he is doing like in gimmick mode in order to joke his friend, Dawid.
In data 23, there are three words indicate as adverb that are “italien”, “idc” and “facepalm”. The word “italien” refers to the strange attitude which doing by Italian person. From the comment of Zaccaria above, he stated that Salva is doing Italien because he doing the strange things, further Salva is Italian person.

The second is “Idc”, it stands for the words “I don’t care”. This word refers to the condition when the one do not care about anything around him. Actually Krzysiu above respons the bad act of Salva to Zaccaria. The last is word “facepalm”. Nishan trying to joke them, he summarize the debate with the statement “when facepalm thousand bricks re not enough”. Nishan’s comment contains “facepalm” as adverb word refers to the condition when the person is so depressed. In gaming activity, the one who depressed so hard when play the game often swing their face / head around then hide their face with palm, this habit is taken to the word “facepalm”.
4.2 Discussion

This section discusses about the findings of the data. The result of the findings shows that there are 40 new words (neologism) in the data. They have undergone certain word formation processes and word classes according to O’Grady and Guzman’s (1996) and Yule’s (2010) theories. The word formation processes which undergone are compounding, borrowing, coinage, clipping, backformation, conversion, acronym, inflection, and multiple processes which the acronym processes is the most common word formation processes with the total 14 words or 35% from 40 new words (neologism). While the word classes which undergone are noun, adjective, verb, and adverb which the noun classes is the most common word classes with the total 21 words or 52.5% from 40 new words (neologism).

There are differences in this research’s findings among previous studies findings. First, in previous studies they use particular analyses choose in Indonesian region as their corpus of the study and data sources. Here, the researcher of this study tries to use online gaming group in Europe region to make different with others that is Lost Saga Europe user in Facebook group, names “Lost Saga Europe”. The focus of this study also in the objects which always new and grows, that is new words which included in neologism phenomena.

Second, each study in each source of the data has their own predominant type on word formation processes. As like the study from Nisa (2010) has predominant type of borrowing in her study. It is different with
Anita (2010) that has predominant type of derivation (-infixes -in) in her study. This study also has different in predominant type of word formation processes with the other study that is acronym processes as the predominant type of word formation processes.

Third, three previous studies above only analyze the word formation processes that are the type of word formation processes and the predominant type of word formation processes. Here the writer included the classes of word for being analyzed. That is the way to get deeply analysis of LSE new word (neologism) characteristic, because in neologism (new word) sometimes the word change its classes, e.g horn as noun change being horn as verb which has a meaning blowing up the horn.

However this study is rather closed with Santy’s (2011) study. Both the researcher and Santy’s study analyze the online gaming user whether in different source of data (object). As the result, the predominant type of findings from both studies is acronym processes. It can take a little bit summed that the characteristic of online gaming users is using acronym processes whether in different area, e.g. Indonesia and Europe.

Additionally the researcher hopes for the possible future research can more deeply analyze about word formation processes with different approach especially in social media such as Facebook, Twitter, Path, etc, because we know that nowadays technology and internet is very influence in human sociality and it produce much variety of language, for example, one of the variety is new words (neologism) which being the object of this research. As Crystal (2003: 1) said,
The Internet is in fact enabling a dramatic expansion to take place in the range and variety of language, and is providing unprecedented opportunities for personal creativity (Crystal, 2003: 1).

Beside, the researcher suggests the future research can listed the context of situation as one of statements problem in order to get deep analysis on how and why their object/data source comprehending and using the new phenomenon in language variety e.g. neologism, relate with their context of situation. However both this study and previous studies above do not listed the context of situation whereas it is so important to get the result of data accurately